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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is to some extent a continuation of [2], and we therefore ask the 
reader to refer to this source for the notation and terminology not specified herein. 
In our study of open and proper maps between convergence spaces, we are interested 
primarily in results pertaining to the theory of convergence spaces rather than in 
generahzations of well-known topological theorems. We show, for example, that 
open maps extend from a convergence space to its decomposition series whereas 
proper maps do not; furthermore, open maps preserve the property of pretopological 
coherence of pairs of spaces. Alternate characterizations are given for both types of 
maps. In the last section we study the behavior of the extension map from a conver­
gence space to its Stone-Cech compactification. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
All spaces considered in this paper are assumed to be convergence spaces. We 
denote by C(S) the set of all convergence structures on a set S. 
By a map we shall mean a continuous onto function. Let / : (S, q) -^ {T, p) be 
a map; / is a convergence quotient map {biquotient map) if, whenever a filter (u.f. 
(ultrafilter)) #" p-converges to j , there is xmf~^{y) and J> mapping on ^ such that J 
^-converges to x. 
For the map / above, let jR be the associated equivalence relation {{x, y) : f{x) — 
= f{y)}- Let в be the canonical map of S onto SJR defined for all x in S by 9{x) = [x], 
the K-equivalence class containing x. Let qJR be the finest convergence structure 
on SJR which makes 9 continuous. Finally, le t /^ : 5/J^ -» Tbe defined Ь у / я ( М ) = =m. 
Proposition 1.1. {SJR, qJR) is Hausdorff if and only if R is closed in the product 
space. 
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Proof. We prove only the sufficency, since this is not vaHd in the topological case. 
Let #* and J be filters on S\R which ^/R-converge to the distinct elements [x], \y\ 
respectively. Since 0 is a convergence quotient map, there is ^^ which maps on J^ 
and ^-converges to x^ in [x] and J^i which maps on J and g-converges to y^ in \y\ 
Since (xj, j i ) ^ R and R is closed, there is F^ in ^^ and G^ in e/^ such that 
(Fl X G^r\R=-^. Thus Ö(Fi) n ö(Gi) = 0, and the filters J^ and J are disjoint. 
Proposition 1.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) / 15 a convergence quotient map. 
(b) / R /S a convergence quotient map. 
(c) /i^ ÏS a homeomorphism. 
If (5, ^) and (r, p) are pseudo-topological spaces and qJR the finest pseudo-topology 
relative to which 0 is continuous, then Proposition 1.1 remains valid if "convergence 
quotient map" is replaced by "biquotient map". 
Let {(S^, q^} be a family of convergence spaces, and let S be the disjoint union 
of the 5^'s. The disjoint sum (5, q) of the given family is defined as follows: x G q{^) 
means that ^ contains one of the sets S^, x is in S^, and the restriction of #" to S^ 
^^-converges to x; we write (5, q) = YJ{S^, q^). 
a 
Proposition 1.3. Let q e C(5), [q^ a C{S); let (Г, p) = ^ ( S , q^). Then the canon-
a 
ical map h of (Г, p) onto (S, q) is a convergence quotient map iffq= inf [q^]. 
Given a convergence space (S, q), there is a finest pretopology n(q) on 5 coarser 
than q and a finest pseudo-topology a(q) coarser than q; the former is called the 
pretopological modification and the latter the pseudo-topological modification of q. 
If p and q are both in C{S), then n{q) = 7i{p) means that p and q have the same neigh­
borhood filters, while a{q) = (т(р) means that p and q coincide on u.f.'s. 
If X is any point in a set S and J^ any filter on S, then we denote by т = (x, J^) 
the finest topology on S relative to which #" converges to x. The neighborhood filters 
for this topology are: v^(x) = #" n x; v^{y) = y for y Ф x. 
Proposition 1.4. Let f : (<S, q) -^ (Г, p). Then f is biquotient if an only if there is 
{Pa} ^ С{Т) such that a{p) = (T(inf ( p j ) and a map h : Д Т , p^) -^ {SJR, qJR) 
such thatfj^ о h is the canonical map, " 
Proof. Assume the given condition and let #" be a u.f. which p-converges to y. 
Then #" p^-converges to y for some a, and so /z(J^) ^/JR-converges to h{y). Note 
that Д(й(# ' ) ) = ^,fR{h{y)) = y, and h{^) is a u.f. on S\R. Since Ö is a convergence 
quotient map, there is a u.f. Ж g-converging to у such that в{Ж) = h{^) and Q{x) = 
= h{y) = [x]. Thus / (c^) = #", a n d / i s biquotient. 
Conversely, assume t h a t / i s biquotient. One can take for the set [p^ the collection 
of all topologies on Г of the form (x, ^), where J^ is a u.f. which j^-converges to x. 
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2. OPEN MAPS 
Definition 2.1. An onto function/ : (5, q) -^ (Г, p) is open if it satisfies the following 
condition: (A) whenever a u.f. #" on T j7-converges to y, then for each x i n / " ^ ( j ) 
there is a filter ^^ which maps on #" and ^-converges to x. 
Continuous open functions will be called open maps. 
Proposition 2.2. If f : (S, q) -^ (Г, p) is an open function and(S, q) a pretopological 
space, then f satisfies: (A') whenever a filter J> on Tp-converges to y, then for each x 
inf~^(y) there is a filter J which maps on ^ and q-converges to x. 
Proof. Let ^ ^-converge to x. For a given у in f~^{x) and for each u. f. J^ finer 
than J^, a u.f. Ж maps on У and ^-converges to y; the intersection of these Ж'з 
maps on ^ and (since ^ is a pretopology) ^-converges to y. 
In particular, every open map with a pretopological domain is a convergence 
quotient map. The next proposition, when compared with Proposition 1.З., exhibits 
a certain duality between open functions and convergence quotient maps. 
Proposition 2.3. Let {q^} cz C(S); let (Г, p) = ^ ( S , q^). If q = sup q^, then the 
a 
canonical function from (T, p) onto (S, q) is open. Conversely, if the canonical 
function is an open map and each q^ is a pseudo-topology, then q = q^^for each a. 
Proposition 2.4. / / / : {S, q) -> (T, p) is an open function, then, for each x in S, 
Vp(f{x)) ^ f{^q{^))- If ^he spaces involved are topological, then f carries open sets 
into open sets. 
Proof. Let V ^f{^q{^)) and let #" be a u.f. which p-converges to f{x). Then there 
is a u.f. J' which ^-converges to x and maps on #". Since v = f{u) for some и e vj^x) 
and UEJ, vEf{J) = ^ . Thus v is in each u.f. which p^converges to f(x), and 
v^vXf(x)). 
Proposition 2.5. An open map is neighborhood-preserving. A neighborhood-
preserving map with a pretopological domain is open. 
Proof. I f / : (S, q) -> (Т, p) is an open map, then f{vq{x)) = Vp{f{x)) for all x 
in S by Proposition 2.4 and the continuity of/, and s o / i s neighborhood-preserving. 
Next, assume that / is neighborhood-preserving and (S, q) a pretopological space; 
let #" be a u.f. which p-converges to f(x). Then ^ ^ f{^q{^)) and so some u.f. У 
finer than Vq{x) maps on #". Since ^ is a pretopology, «/ must ^-converge to x. 
The next result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 3, 
[2]. Following the notation of [2], we denote by {n^q) : 0 ^ a ^ у J the decom­
position series for (S, q). 
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Corollary 2.6. Letf : (S, q) -> (T, p) be an open map. Then: 
(1) Уп ^ Уг 
(2) If {s, q) is a pretopological (topological) space, then (T, p) is a pretopological 
(topological) space. 
(3) In the following diagram, where the horizontal arrows are identity maps and 
the vertical arrows represent f, all vertical maps are open. 








, . - ( T , A ( p ) ) . 
Let fi : (Si, q^ -> (T ,̂ Pi), i in some index set / , be a family of maps. Let (S, q) 
and (T, P) be the product spaces of the (Si, q^^s and (Ti, Pi)'s, respectively, and let 
/ : (S, q) -^ (T, P) be defined as follows: f(x) = у iff/^(х^) = Ji for all i e I, where x̂  
is the projection of x onto 5^. T h e n / i s called the product of the/^'s. Open maps are 
productive in the sense t h a t / i s open whenever each of t h e / / s is open; indeed, the 
same can be said for convergence quotient maps and biquotient maps. 
A pair (Si, qi) and (52, qi) of convergence spaces is said to be pretopologically 
coherent (see [3]) if the product of the pretopological modifications coincides with the 
pretopological modification of the product space. 
Proposition 2.7. Let (S^, qi) and (S2, qz) be a pretopologically coherent pair of 
spaces, and let (T^, pi) and (T2, P2) be their images under the open mapsf^ andfz-
Then (TI, PI) and (T2, pz) also form a pretopologically coherent pair. 
Proof. Let (S, q) = (S„ q,) x (^2, ^2), (Z p) = (Т^ Pi) x (T^, P2), (S, r) = 
= (S„ 7i(q,)) X (^2, n(q2)), (T, s) = (T„ n(p,)) x (T2,71(^2)). By Corollary 2.6, 
fi : (Si, n(qi)) -^ (Ti, n(pi)) is an open map for i = 1, 2. Thus / : (S, r) -> (Г, s) is 
an open map by the aforementioned productivity of open maps. But n(q) = г by 
assumption, so it follows that 7i(p) = s. 
Proposition 2.8. Letf : (S, q) -^ (Т, p). Thenf is an open map if and only if there 
is a set {p^} of convergence structures on T such that (7(p) = cr(inf {p^}) and a map 
h : ^ (Г , p^) -> (SJR, r) such thatfj^ о h is the canonical map, where r is the pseudo-
topology on SJR defined as follows: a u.f. J' r-converges to [x] if for each x^ e [x] , 
there is a u.f. H mapping on У which q-converges to x^. 
Proof. Assume the given condition, and let J^ be a u.f. .which p-converges to y. 
Then #" jp^-converges to у for some a. Thus h(^) r-converges to h(y), and since h(^) 
is a u.f. on SJR, there is for a given x in f'~^(y) a u.f. Ж which ^-converges to x such 
that е(Ж) = h(^). Thus/(=^) = #", a n d / i s an open map. 
For the converse argument one can use the same construction as in the proof of 
Proposition 1.4. 
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3. PROPER MAPS 
From the discussion of proper maps in Section 10, [1], we select a characterization 
which is especially suitable for convergence spaces. 
Definition 3.1. A map / : (S, q) -> (T, p) is proper if f{q{^)) = p{f{^)) for all 
u.f.'s ^ on S, 
In other words,/is proper if, whenever a u.f. J^ p-converges to y, each u.f. J^ which 
maps on #• ^-converges to some point x in f~^{y). Thus proper maps somewhat 
resemble open maps, but with the roles of points and u.f.'s interchanged. Note that 
for one-to-one maps, the notions proper map, open map, and biquotient map are 
all equivalent. 
Given a convergence space (S, q) and Ä a S, let Г^(Л) = A and let F'J^Ä) be the 
closure of A. If a is an ordinal number and a — 1 exists, let Г1(А) be the closure 
of ri~\A); if a is a hmit ordinal, let Г^(Л) be the union of Г^(Л) for ß < a. Note that 
the least ordinal a such that Г1{А) = Г^'^^(Л) for all Л cz S is what we have been 
calling jq, the length of the decomposition series for (S, q). A set is closed if it coincides 
with its own closure. 
Proposition 3.2. Let f : (S, q) -^ (T, p) be a proper map, A cz S, a an ordinal 
number. Then /(F'^q^A)) = Г^(/(Л)). Proper maps preserve closed sets. 
Proof. Transfinite induction, a = 1. It is always true for continuous maps that 
/(r^(A)) c: Гр[/(А)). Let у e Гр{/{А)); then there is a u.f. ^ p-converging to у which 
contains f{A). Now A nf'~^{^) has a u.f. refinement ^ , and J^ ^-converges to x 
in/-^(3;). Thus X is in Г,(Л), and у б/(Г,(Л)). 
Next assume the statement true for all Q < a. If a — 1 exists, then /(Гд(^)) = 
=fir,{ri~\m=гмп'\р))) = г^{п~\т)) = mm)- к tr is a umit 
ordinal, then /{ГЦР)) = f{[j{n{F) : g < a » = Ur^ ( / ( f )) = П{/{Р)). , 
The last assertion follows by taking о large enough so that r^(F) = T^^^(¥). 
Given a filter #" on (S, ^), let Г^(#') = #". If a is a Hmit ordinal and a — 1 exists, 
let r^(#') be the filter generated by the collection of closures of members of Г^~^(.^); 
if a is a Hmit ordinal, let T\{^) = С\{Т{{^) : ß < (x). 
Proposition 3.3. The following are consequences off being a proper map. 
(1) For each filter ^ on S and each ordinal number G, fiF^^^)) = Г^(/(#')). 
(2) Ур й Уг 
(3) / / q is а topology, then n(p) is a topology. 
Proof . (I) Follows from Proposition 3.2 by a simple transfinite induction 
argument. 
(2) If Fl'-^B) = Fl{B) for all Б с S, then it follows from Proposition 3.2 that 
Г;+^(Л) = Fl{A) for all A Œ T Thus (2) follows. 
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(3) If ^ is a topology, then 7̂  ^ 1 which imphes Ур ^ 1. But y^ ^ 1 if and only 
if n{p) is a topology. 
By comparing Proposition 3.3 with Corollary 2.6, we see that proper maps have 
some properties in common with open maps. However the following example shows 
that the image of a pretopological space under a proper map need not be preto-
pological; from this it follows that a proper map need not be proper relative to the 
decomposition series^of the domain and range spaces. 
Example 3.4. Let T be an infinite set, x e T, and ^ a free u.f. on T. Let p be the 
pseudo-topology on T whose convergence is described on u.f.'s as follows: у p-con-
verges to y, all у еТ\ each free u.f. other than #" p-converges only to x; ^ fails to 
j7-converge. With each free u.f. Ĵ  on Г distinct from #", associate an element a^ 
not in Tand let A = [a^] be the set of all such elements. Let 5 = T u Л, and let q 
be the pretopology on S whose neighborhood filters are defined as follows: vj^y) = y 
for y еТ, у ф x; vj^x) = x n {В a S : В :=> A}; vj^a^) = à^ r\ J' for a^ e A, 
where J' is the filter on S generated by the filter J on T. Finally, let / : (S, q) -> 
-> (T, P) be defined by: f{y) = yïor y еТ\ f{y) = x for 3; e Л. It is easy to see that/ 
is a proper map. Note that #'7r(p)-converges to x, but no filter which maps on ^q-
converges (i.e., 7r(^)-converges) to a point in/~^(x), so that / : (5, K{q)) -> (T, n{p)) 
is not even a biquotient map. 
In the preceding example, let Ж be any free non-u.f. which does not have ^ as 
a refinement. Then Ж p-converges to x, but no filter which maps on Ж can ^-con­
verge to дпу preimage of x, and it follows that the map / described above is not 
a converge quotient map, even though the domain space is pretopological. 
We omit the straightforward proofs of the next two results. 
Proposition 3.5. / : (S, q) -> (T, p) is biquotient if and only if /^ : {SJR, qJR) -> 
-> (T, p) is proper. 
Let / : (5, q) -> (T, p), and let ô be the pseudo-topology on SJR defined by speci-
fying u.f. convergence as follows: a u.f. J^ ^-converges to [x] if either У — [x] or, 
for each u.f. Ж on S such that в{Ж) = J, Ж ^-converges to some Xi in [x]. 
Proposition 3.6. A map f : (S, q) -> (T, p) is proper if and only if there is a set 
[p^] cz C(T) such that (т(р) = ^(inf {p^}) and a map h : ̂ (Т, p j onto {SJR, ô) 
such thatfg^ о h is the canonical map onto (Т, p). * 
It can be shown by a direct argument that proper maps are productive. Indeed the 
good behavior of proper maps relative to products was used to define proper maps 
in [1], and in the next proposition we generahze this characterization to convergence 
spaces. 
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Proposition 3.7. Let f : {S, q) -^ (T, p). Then f is proper if and only if, for each 
convergence space (Z, r) and each A c: S x Z, {f x i^) {Г%А)) = Г^((/ x i^) (A)) 
for all ordinal numbers (x, where s = q x r and т = p x r are the product con­
vergence structures. 
Proof. If / is proper, then the given condition is estabHshed with the help of 
Proposition 3.2 and productivity of proper maps. Conversely, let #" be a u.f. on S 
such t h a t / ( # ' ) p-converges to y. Let Z = S и {w}, where w is some point not in S; 
let r be the topology (w, J^') (see Proposition 1.4) where ^' is the filter on Z generated 
by #". Let A = {{x, x):xeS};by hypothesis ( / x i,) {Г,{А)) = Г,({(/(х), x)\xe 
e S}). kho f{^) ]7-converges to >% ^ r-converges to w, and [/(F) x F) n ( / x i^ . 
. (Л) Ф 0 for all F e #", implying ( j , w) e Г^((/ x î ) (^)). Thus there is x in S' such 
that (x, w) G Г5(Л) with x i n / " ^ ( j ) , and there are filters j ^ ^ and J^2 on S such that J>^ 
^-converges to x and ^2 (regarded as a filter on Z) r-converges to w, with (G^ x G2) n 
n Л Ф 0 for all Gl e J^ and G2 e J^2- Thus J^i v J2 exists and ^-converges to x. 
But ./2 ^ ^ 5 which implies . /1 v J^2 = -^J ^ri^ so #" ^-converges to x, as desired. 
We conclude this section by fisting, without proofs, a few propositions about proper 
maps from [ l ] which extend without difficulty to the convergence space setting. We 
say that a convergence space is locally compact if each neighborhood filter contains 
a compact set. L e t / b e a map from {S, q) onto (T, p). 
(a) I f / i s proper, then a subset A of Tis compact if and only iïf~^{A) is compact. In 
particular, inverse images of singletons are compact. 
(b) If (T, P) is locally compact and Hausdorfî", t h e n / is proper if and only if/~^(Л) 
is compact in S whenever A is compact in T. 
(c) If (5, q) is compact and (Т, p) is Hausdorff*, t h e n / i s proper. 
(d) If (S, q) is Hausdorflf and / is proper, then (T, p) is Hausdorff*. 
(e) If / is a proper convergence quotient map and (5, q) is Я-regular (see [4]) for 
a given cardinal number X, then (T, p) is also Я-regular. 
4. EXTENSIONS TO THE STONE-CECH COMPACTIFICATION 
It is shown in [5] that every Hausdorff convergence space (5, q) can be embedded 
in a compact HausdorfF space (S*, ^*) where S* is a set of u.f.'s from S; this space, 
along with the natural embedding x -» x is called the Stone-Cech compactification 
of (S, q). This terminology is justified by the fact that a map / : (S, q) -^ (Т, p) has 
a unique continuous extension / * : (S*, g*) -> (T, p) if the range space is regular, 
Hausdorff, and compact. Indeed, / * is well-defined whenever (T, p) is compact and 
Hausdorff; regularity is needed to secure continuity. The reader is referred to [5] for 
the details of this construction. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let f : {S, q) -> (Т, p) be a map, with (Г, p) compact and Hausdorjf. 
Iff^ is continuous, thenf^{rq*{A)) = Гр{/{А)/ог all A a S. 
Proof. Since / * is continuous, /*(Г^*(Л)) с Гр{/{А)У If у e Гр{/{А)), then there 
is a u.f. Ж p-converging to у such that/(y4) is in Ж; thus each member oï^^{Ж) 
intersects A. Let J f be a u.f. finer t h a n / " ^ ( j f ) which contains A. If Ж ^-converges 
to some X in S, then x e Г^{А) and у е/*(Г^*(Л)). If Ж does not ^-converge, then 
(in the notation of [5]) [ J T ] ^*-converges to Ж and Am Ж implies Ж e Г^*(Л). 
Furthermore, р{Ж) = у, implying у е/*(Гд*(Л)). 
Proposition 4.2. Lef / : (S, g) -> (T, jp) be a convergence quotient map with (S, q) 
regular and (T, p) compact Hausdorff, Thenf^ is a convergence quotient map if and 
only if{T, p) is regular. 
Proof. Assume t h a t / * is a convergence quotient map and let ^ p-converge to y. 
Then there is J^ <2-converging to x in f~^{y) such that / ( j^) = J^. By Lemma 4.1, 
/*(r^*(j^)) = Гр{^). But (in the notation of [5]) r^.{J) ^ (Г^{У)), and, since q is 
regular, r^{j) ^*-converges to x. S ince /*( r^J^) ) ^ ^p{^) a n d / * is continuous, 
Гр{^) p-converges to у and it follows that p is regular. 
Conversely, the regularity of p implies that / * is continuous, and the fact that / * 
is a convergence quotient map follows immediately from the fact t h a t / * is the exten­
sion of a convergence quotient map. 
If/ : (S, ^) -> (r , p) is a proper map and (Т, p) is compact, then {S, q) is necessarily 
compact. In this case we have the trivial results (S*, q^) = (S, q) and /* = / . 
In the next example we show that an open m a p / c a n have an extension/* which is 
not neighborhood-preserving and hence not open. 
Example 4.3. Let S = (0, 2], T = [0, 1] be intervals on the real Une, with q and p 
the usual topologies on S and T, respectively. Define / : S -> T as follows: / (x) = 
= 1. — X for X in (0, l ] ; / ( x ) = x — 1 for x in [1, 2]. Clearly/is an open map from S 
onto T. Let Af^ = {1/n, l/(n + 1), ...} and let Jf Ы SL u.f. finer than the filter base 
[An : n = 1, 2, . . . } . Since J does not ^-converge, J G S'^ - S and /*(j^) = 
= lim/(j^) = 1. Moreover, each Ж e S'^ — S must converge to 0 in the usual 
sense with l im / ( j f ) = 1. Hence/*(Л„'') does not belong to Vp{l) and thus/*(t;^*(j^)) 
is not equal to Vp{i). 
Definition 4.4. A m a p / : {S, q) -> (Г, p) is almost open if, for each x in T, there is у 
in / "^ (x ) such thsit f(vq{y)) = Vp{x). 
An open map is almost open; for pretopological spaces, almost open maps 
coincide with convergence quotient maps. 
The proof of our concluding proposition is straightforward. 
Proposition 4.5. / / / : (S, q) -^ (T, p) is almost open and (Г, p) is compact, Haus­
dorjf, and regular, then f^ is almost open. 
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